BUSINESS NOTIFICATIONS
Business Notifications in Microsoft Dynamics NAV
BENEFITS:

Fuel productivity throughout your supply chain and manage your business
processes with efficiency and effectiveness. Business Notifications in Microsoft

Gain insight into the supply chain
workflow. Set up alerts and notifications to
let you know when goods are delivered,
adjustments are made to a bill of materials,

DynamicsTM NAV can keep you aware of changing business conditions across
the organization to help you keep operations on track.
Business Notifications empowers your people to efficiently manage your supply

or a crucial stock item is about to run out.

chain processes and respond quickly to shipment delays, order changes, and low

Increase your efficiency. Focus on job-

custom alerts based on the way you conduct your business. You can send e-mail

critical information by setting notifications
to alert you about events important to your

inventory. You can use the six notification templates provided or set up your own
alerts to employees, vendors, customers, and partners so they can identify and
address business-critical issues as they occur—and before they become problems.

work, and direct automatic notifications to
partners and employees.
Stay on schedule and minimize delays.
By having insight into business-critical
events from anywhere within your
organization, you can identify issues and
work proactively to resolve them before
they become problems.
Improve financial management.
Schedule alerts to notify you as you reach
important milestones or limits so you can
manage finances strategically.

With Business Notifications, you can easily subscribe to relevant
notifications. Simply unsubscribe from ones you no longer need.

FEATURES:

Easy access to data

Replace paper-based reporting to monitor data and generate notifications—you can receive
alerts about critical values and events in any area of your business. Alerts and notifications can
be delivered as e-mail messages directly to your inbox.

Customizable
notifications

Business notifications are easy to customize and configure, and can be set up in just a few
steps.
• Define a set of conditions that filter business data further for greater detail and precision.
• Create custom e-mail notifications by merging fields and parameters for system data or use
plain text.
• Customize and filter notifications to receive only the information that you need. For example,
set up notifications about purchase orders including specific items.
• Manage employee notification subscriptions effectively be defining which employees can
subscribe to notifications.

Subscription management

Easily subscribe to the notifications that are relevant to you. When you no longer need a
notification, you can simply unsubscribe.

Notification Templates

Six supply chain notification templates are provided out of the box:
• Purchase Order—Ensure Delivery of Goods: Send notifications to suppliers or other
recipients to remind them of upcoming deliveries.
• Purchase Order—Vendor Confirmation Not Received: Notify suppliers or recipients when
you have not received an order confirmation.
• Purchase Order—Goods Not Received from Vendor: Alert suppliers or employees when
you have not received goods on the scheduled day.
• Production Order—Production Delayed: Send notifications to internal account managers
to inform them when production schedules and deadlines change.
• Inventory—Item Quantity Status: Update suppliers when your inventory of a selected item
has reached a defined level.
• Production—BOM Items Updated: Notify your purchasing manager when a bill of
material is modified.

For more information about Business Notifications in Microsoft Dynamics NAV, visit
www.microsoft.com/dynamics/nav.
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